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Abstract

The cloud microphysical and rainfall responses to zonal perturbations of sea surface temperature (SST) are investigated by analyzing
the equilibrium simulation data (from day 31–40) obtained from a series of two-dimensional cloud-resolving simulations with a zonal
model domain of 768 km. Four experiments imposed by zonal SST perturbations of wavenumbers 1 (SST29Z1), 2 (SST29Z2), 4
(SST29Z4), and 8 (SST29Z8) are compared to the control experiment imposed by zonally uniform SST (SST29). The model domain
mean SST is 29 �C, and the two-dimensional cloud-resolving model with a cyclic lateral boundary is also imposed by zero vertical veloc-
ity and constant zonal wind. The time and model domain mean surface rain rates in SST29Z1, SST29Z2, and SST29Z8 are about 10%
larger than those in SST29, whereas the mean surface rain rates in SST29Z4 and SST29 are similar. The analysis of mean surface rainfall
budgets shows that local water vapor and hydrometeor changes play important roles in determining the differences and similarities in
mean surface rain rate between the perturbation experiments and the control experiment. Both convective and stratiform rain rates
are larger in SST29Z1 and SST29Z2 than in SST29 due to the smaller advection of rain from convective regions into raining stratiform
regions and the larger vapor condensation rates associated with the larger water vapor convergence over raining stratiform regions in
SST29Z1 and SST29Z2. The convective rain rates are larger in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8 than in SST29 because of the larger condensation
rates associated with the larger water vapor convergence over convective regions in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8. The stratiform rain rates in
SST29Z4 and SST29Z8 are smaller than in SST29 due to the smaller vapor condensation rates and smaller collection rates of cloud water
by rain over raining stratiform regions in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8.
� 2008 National Natural Science Foundation of China and Chinese Academy of Sciences. Published by Elsevier Limited and Science in
China Press. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Sea surface temperature (SST) affects tropical convective
development by determining surface evaporation flux as
well surface sensible flux [1–5]. Lau et al. [1] compared
the experiments with the same large-scale forcing but differ-
ent SSTs and found that the increase in SST induces sur-

face cooling by increasing surface evaporation and
produces a 13% increase in surface precipitation. Cui and
Li [6] examined the effects of SST variation on surface rain-
fall with equilibrium cloud-resolving model simulation
data with zero vertical velocity and found that the increase
in SST from 29 �C to 31 �C caused 19% increase in surface
rain rate.

SST is largely affected by clouds and precipitation
through surface heat and freshwater fluxes. Thus, SST
shows multi-time and spatial-scale distributions. Cui and
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Gao [7] studied the effects of zonal perturbations of SST on
tropical equilibrium states by comparing four experiments
with zonal SST perturbations of wavenumbers 1, 2, 4, and
8 to a control experiment with zonally uniform SST. They
found that the experiments with zonal SST perturbations
of wavenumbers 1 and 2 produce warmer equilibrium
states, whereas the experiments with zonal SST perturba-
tions of wavenumbers 3 and 4 generate colder equilibrium
states than the control experiment does. In this study, the
cloud microphysical and precipitation responses to zonal
perturbations of SST are examined by using the equilib-
rium simulation data from Cui and Gao [7]. In the next sec-
tion, the model and experiments are briefly described. The
rainfall and cloud microphysical responses to zonally per-
turbed SST are discussed in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
The summary is given in Section 4.

2. Model and experimental design

The data analyzed in this study were the equilibrium
simulations from Cui and Gao [7]. The model was forced
by the zonally uniform zero vertical velocity and a zonal
wind of 4 m s�1. The zonally uniform SST of 29 �C and
zonal wavenumbers 1, 2, 4, and 8 with the zonal scale of
768, 384, 192, and 96 km were imposed in experiments
SST29, SST29Z1, SST29Z2, SST29Z4, and SST29Z8,
respectively. The difference between maximum and mini-
mum SST in the model domain was 1 �C, and the zonal-
mean SST was 29 �C in five experiments. The vertical pro-
files of temperature and specific humidity averaged over the
Intensive Flux Array (IFA) during TOGA COARE at 0400
LST 18 December 1992 [8] were used as the initial condi-
tions. The model was integrated for 40.5 days for all five
experiments. The equilibrium data were from day 31 to
40. The cloud-resolving model was originally developed
by Soong and Ogura [9], Soong and Tao [10], and Tao
and Simpson [11] and was further modified by Li et al.
[12]. The model with cyclic lateral boundaries includes
two prognostic equations for perturbation zonal wind
and vertical velocity, two prognostic equations of potential
temperature and specific humidity, five prognostic equa-
tions for the mixing ratios of cloud water (small cloud
droplets), raindrop, cloud ice (small ice crystals), snow
(density 0.1 g cm�3), and graupel (density 0.4 g cm�3).
The model uses the cloud microphysical parameterization
schemes [13–17], and interactive solar [18] and thermal
infrared [19,20] radiation parameterization schemes that
are updated every 3 min. The model parameters included
a horizontal domain of 768 km, a horizontal grid resolu-
tion of 1.5 km, 33 vertical levels, and a time step of 12 s.
The model has successfully simulated temperature and
water vapor profiles, surface fluxes, and surface rainfall
during TOGA COARE and tropical equilibrium states
under idealized forcing conditions and the simulation data
have been used for process studies toward better under-
standing of tropical cloud microphysical and surface rain-
fall processes [21].

3. Rainfall responses to zonal perturbation of SST

To analyze rainfall responses to zonal perturbations of
SST, the model domain-mean surface rain rates in the five
experiments were analyzed. They are 0.130 mm h�1 in
SST29, 0.142 mm h�1 in SST29Z1, 0.147 mm h�1 in
SST29Z2, 0.132 mm h�1 in SST29Z4, and 0.143 mm h�1

in SST29Z8 (Table 1). SST29Z1, SST29Z2, and SST29Z8
produced larger model domain mean surface rain rate by
about 10% than SST29 did, while SST29Z4 and SST29 gen-
erated similar model domain mean surface rain rates. To
explain these difference and similarity in the model domain
mean surface rain rate between the five experiments, sur-
face rainfall budgets were calculated. Following a similar
derivation in Gao et al. [22], Cui and Li [6], and Ping
et al. [23], surface rain rate (Ps) can be expressed by

P s ¼ QWVT þ QWVF þ QWVE þ QCM ð1Þ
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where QWVT is the local vapor change, QWVF is vapor con-
vergence, QWVE is the surface evaporation (Es) rate; QCM is
the sum of local hydrometeor change and hydrometeor
convergence; u and w are zonal and vertical air wind com-
ponents, respectively; q5 = qc + qr + qi + qs + qg, qc, qr, qi,
qs, qg are the mixing ratios of cloud water, raindrops, cloud
ice, snow, and graupel, respectively; a prime denotes a per-
turbation from the zonal mean; and the symbol ‘‘o” is an
imposed forcing.

Since the model uses a cyclic lateral boundary, the
model domain mean vapor convergence is zero. The model
domain mean surface evaporation rates are 0.134 mm h�1

in SST29, 0.129 mm h�1 in SST29Z1, 0.130 mm h�1 in
SST29Z2, 0.129 mm h�1 in SST29Z4, and 0.137 mm h�1

in SST29Z8 (Table 1). The surface evaporation rate is lar-
ger in SST29Z8 than in SST29, which partly explains the
larger surface rain rate in SST29Z8. Although the surface
evaporation rates account for the model domain mean sur-
face rain rates, they cannot explain the differences in the
surface rain rate for SST29Z1-SST29, SST29Z2-SST29,
and SST29Z4-SST29. The model domain mean local water
vapor change rates are 0.0 mm h�1 in SST29,
0.009 mm h�1 in SST29Z1, 0.013 mm h�1 in SST29Z2,
0.007 mm h�1 in SST29Z4, and 0.004 mm h�1 in SST29Z8,
whereas the model domain mean local hydrometeor change
rates are �0.005 mm h�1 in SST29, 0.003 mm h�1 in
SST29Z1, 0.004 mm h�1 in SST29Z2, �0.004 mm h�1 in
SST29Z4, and 0.002 mm h�1 in SST29Z8. The local atmo-
spheric drying and local hydrometeor loss in SST29Z1 and
SST29Z2 and the local hydrometeor gain in SST29 deter-
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mine the positive difference in the mean surface rain rate
for SST29Z1-SST29 and SST29Z2-SST29. Since the local
hydrometeor gain rates are similar in SST29Z4 and
SST29, the sum of local atmospheric drying rate and sur-
face evaporation rate in SST29Z4 is similar to that of sur-
face evaporation rate in SST29. In addition to the surface
evaporation process, the local atmospheric drying and
local hydrometeor loss also contribute to larger surface
rain rate in SST29Z8 than in SST29.

To further examine convective and stratiform rainfall
responses to zonally perturbed SST, the partitioning
method developed by Tao et al. [24] and modified by Sui
et al. [25] was applied to each grid point to determine the
area type (clear sky, raining stratiform, convective, or
non-raining stratiform) and the summations of grid points,
Ps, QWVT, QWVF, QWVE, and QCM are taken and divided by
the total zonal gird points (512) and the length of hourly
data (240). The fractional coverage of convective regions
in perturbation experiments is 21–31% smaller than that
in the control experiment, whereas the fractional coverage

of raining stratiform regions in perturbation experiments is
9–12% smaller than that in the control experiment.

The positive differences in both convective
(0.007 mm h�1) and stratiform (0.005 mm h�1) rain rate
for SST29Z1-SST29 account for the positive difference in
the model domain mean surface rain rate (Table 1). The
positive difference in convective rain rate for SST29Z2-
SST29 (0.013 mm h�1) and SST29Z8-SST29 (0.018 mm
h�1) is responsible for the positive differences in the model
domain mean surface rain rate. The positive difference in
convective rain rate for SST29Z4-SST29 (0.010 mm h�1)
is mainly canceled out by the negative difference in strati-
form rain rate (�0.008 mm h�1).

The positive difference in QCM (0.015 mm h�1) for
SST29Z1-SST29 over convective regions mainly causes the
positive difference in convective rain rate, since the vapor
convergence rate over convective regions is smaller in
SST29Z1 (0.105 mm h�1) than in SST29 (0.116 mm h�1)
due to the fact that the fractional coverage of convective
clouds is smaller in SST29Z1 (3.3%) than in SST29 (4.2%).

Table 1
Fractional cloud coverage (%), Ps, QWVT, QWVF, QWVE, and QCM (mm h�1) over clear-sky regions, raining stratiform regions, convective regions, and
non-raining stratiform regions averaged from days 31–40.

Clear-sky regions Raining stratiform regions Convective regions Non-raining stratiform regions Model domain mean

SST29

Fractional coverage 40.7 5.8 4.2 50.1 100
Ps 0.000 0.056 0.074 0.000 0.130
QWVT 0.013 0.019 �0.011 �0.021 0.000
QWVF �0.088 0.007 0.116 �0.034 0.000
QWVE 0.075 0.004 0.002 0.053 0.134
QCM 0.000 0.025 �0.033 0.002 �0.005

SST29Z1

Fractional coverage 39.4 5.2 3.3 51.9 100
Ps 0.000 0.061 0.081 0.000 0.142
QWVT 0.0016 0.015 �0.008 0.015 0.009
QWVF �0.084 0.021 0.105 �0.041 0.000
QWVE 0.068 0.004 0.003 0.055 0.129
QCM 0.000 0.020 �0.018 0.002 0.003

SST29Z2

Fractional coverage 44.2 5.3 3.3 47.0 100
Ps 0.000 0.060 0.087 0.000 0.147
QWVT 0.019 0.010 �0.006 �0.010 0.013
QWVF �0.096 0.026 0.106 �0.036 0.000
QWVE 0.077 0.004 0.002 0.047 0.130
QCM 0.000 0.020 �0.015 �0.001 0.004

SST29Z4

Fractional coverage 45.3 5.3 2.9 47.9 100
Ps 0.000 0.048 0.084 0.000 0.132
QWVT 0.019 0.018 �0.012 �0.017 0.007
QWVF �0.093 0.004 0.129 �0.040 0.000
QWVE 0.074 0.003 0.002 0.049 0.129
QCM 0.000 0.023 �0.035 0.007 �0.004

SST29Z8

Fractional coverage 42.4 5.1 3.3 47.0 100
Ps 0.000 0.051 0.092 0.000 0.143
QWVT 0.018 0.019 �0.009 �0.024 0.004
QWVF �0.093 �0.006 0.136 �0.037 0.000
QWVE 0.075 0.005 0.003 0.055 0.137
QCM 0.000 0.033 �0.038 �0.001 0.002
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The positive difference in QWVF (0.014 mm h�1) for
SST29Z1-SST29 over stratiform regions leads to the positive
difference in stratiform rain rate. The positive difference in
QCM (0.018 mm h�1) for SST29Z2-SST29 over convective
regions is mainly responsible for the positive difference in
convective rain rate. The positive difference in QWVF

(0.013 mm h�1) for SST29Z4-SST29 over convective regions
leads to the positive difference in convective rain rate,
whereas the negative difference in QWVF (�0.003 mm h�1)
and QCM (�0.002 mm h�1) for SST29Z4-SST29 over strati-
form regions leads to the negative difference in stratiform
rain rate. The positive difference in QWVF (0.020 mm h�1)
for SST29Z8-SST29 over convective regions leads to the
positive difference in convective rain rate. The positive differ-
ence in QWVF for SST29Z8-SST29 is mainly compensated by
the negative difference in QWVF over stratiform regions
(�0.013 mm h�1) and over clear sky regions (�0.005 mm
h�1). The negative difference in QWVF over clear sky regions
is nearly balanced by the positive difference in QWVT

(0.005 mm h�1).

4. Cloud microphysical responses to zonal perturbation of

SST

To examine the cloud microphysical processes (see
Table 2) responsible for development of convective and
stratiform rainfall, the cloud microphysical budgets are cal-
culated by averaging equilibrium data over convective
(Fig. 1) and stratiform (Fig. 2) regions for all experiments.
All five experiments showed that the water hydrometeor
microphysical processes are dominant in convective rainfall
development, in which the vapor condensation (PCND)
leads to the collection of cloud water by rain (PRACW) that
causes rain gain (Sqr) and surface rainfall (Ps). The melting

rates of precipitation ice (PSMLT + PGMLT) are at least one
order of magnitude smaller than those of PRACW. Over
raining stratifrom regions, the melting rates of precipita-
tion ice are about three fifth of the collection rates of cloud
water by rain although the vapor deposition rates
(PDEP + PSDEP + PGDEP) are about one-third of the vapor
condensation rates. This suggests the importance of both
water and ice hydrometeor microphysical processes in
stratiform rainfall development in all five experiments.
The microphysics-produced rain rate (Sqr) and surface rain
rate (Ps) could be different, which could be explained by
exchange between convective and stratiform rainfall.

The rates of PCND, PRACW, and Sqr are smaller in
SST29Z1 (Fig. 1(b)) than in SST29 (Fig. 1(a)), whereas
Ps in SST29Z1 is larger. Thus, the convective rain rate is
larger in SST29Z1 than in SST29 due to the fact that the
advection of rain from convective regions to stratiform
regions is smaller in SST29Z1 than in SST29. The rates
of PCND, PRACW, and Sqr in SST29Z2 and SST29 are sim-
ilar. The convective rain rate is larger in SST29Z2
(Fig. 1(c)) than in SST29 because the microphysics-pro-
duced rainfall accounts for the surface rainfall in SST29Z2,
whereas it is advected from convective regions to stratiform
regions in SST29. The vapor condensation rate over con-
vective regions is larger in SST29Z4 (Fig. 1(d)) and
SST29Z8 (Fig. 1(e)) than in SST29, which leads to larger
collection rates of cloud water by rain in SST29Z4 and
SST29Z8. As a result, the microphysics-produced rainfall
over convective regions and surface convective rainfall
are larger in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8 than in SST29.

The vapor condensation rate over raining stratiform
regions is larger in SST29Z1 (Fig. 2(b)) than in SST29
(Fig. 2(a)), which causes a larger collection rate of cloud
water by rain and a larger microphysics-produced rain rate

Table 2
List of microphysical processes and their parameterization schemes.

Notation Description Scheme

PREVP Growth of vapor by evaporation of raindrops RH83
PCND Growth of cloud water by the condensation of supersaturated vapor TSM
PGMLT Growth of raindrops by melting of graupel RH84
PSMLT Growth of raindrops by melting of snow RH83
PRACW Growth of raindrops by the collection of cloud water RH83
PRAUT Growth of raindrops by the autoconversion of cloud water LFO
PDEP Growth of cloud ice by the deposition of supersaturated vapor TSM
PSAUT Growth of snow by the conversion of cloud ice RH83
PSACW Growth of snow by the accretion of cloud water RH83
PSFI Depositional growth of snow from cloud ice KFLC
PSDEP Growth of snow by the deposition of vapor RH83
PGACS Growth of graupel by the accretion of snow RH84
PGACW Growth of graupel by the accretion of cloud water RH84
PWACS Growth of graupel by the riming of snow RH84
PGDEP Growth of graupel by the deposition of vapor RH84
Sqc Sqc = PCND � PRACW � PRAUT � PGACW � PSACW

Sqr Sqr = PRACW + PRAUT + PGACW(T > To) + PSMLT + PGMLT � PREVP

Sqi Sqi = PDEP � PSFI � PSAUT

Sqs Sqs = PSDEP + PSFI + PSAUT + PSACW � PSMLT � PWACS � PGACS

Sqg Sqg = PGDEP + PWACS + PGACS + PGACW(T < To) + PGMLT

The schemes are from Rutledge and Hobbs (RH83, RH84) [13,25], Lin et al. (LFO) [14], Tao et al. (TSM) [15], and Krueger et al. (KFLC) [16]. T is air
temperature and To = 0 oC.
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in SST29Z1. As a result, surface stratiform rain rate is lar-
ger in SST29Z1 than in SST29. The collection rates of
cloud water by rain over raining stratiform regions are sim-
ilar in SST29Z2 (Fig. 2(c)) and SST29 although the vapor

condensation rate is larger in SST29Z2 than in SST29. The
microphysics-produced rain rate over raining stratiform
regions is larger in SST29Z2 than in SST29 because the
evaporation rate of rain is smaller in SST29Z2. The larger

Fig. 1. Cloud microphysics budgets over convective regions averaged from day 31 to day 40 in (a) SST29, (b) SST29Z1, (c) SST29Z2, (d) SST29Z4, and (e)
SST29Z8. Units for cloud hydrometeors and conversions are mm and mm h�1, respectively.
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microphysics-produced rain rate accounts for the surface
stratiform rain rate in SST29Z2, compared to SST29.
The vapor condensation rate over raining stratiform
regions is smaller in SST29Z4 (Fig. 2(d)) and SST29Z8

(Fig. 2(e)) than in SST29, which causes smaller collection
rates of cloud water by rain and smaller microphysics-pro-
duced rain rates in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8. Thus, the smal-
ler microphysics-produced rain rates determine the smaller

Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 except over raining stratiform regions.
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surface stratiform rain rates in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8
than in SST29.

5. Conclusion

The cloud microphysical and rainfall responses to zonal
perturbations of sea surface temperature (SST) on tropical
equilibrium states are investigated by analyzing the equilib-
rium simulation data from Cui and Gao [7]. The experi-
ments (SST29Z1, SST29Z2, SST29Z4, and SST29Z8)
with zonally varied SST with zonal wavenumbers 1, 2, 4,
and 8 (zonal scales of 768, 384, 192, and 96 km) are com-
pared to the control experiment with zonally uniform
SST (SST29). The zonal-mean SST in all five experiments
is 29 �C. The two-dimensional cloud-resolving model is
integrated to the quasi-equilibrium states for 40 days in
the framework of zero imposed vertical velocity and con-
stant westerly wind.

The time and model domain mean surface rain rates are
about 10% larger in SST29Z1, SST29Z2, and SST29Z8
than in SST29, whereas the mean surface rain rate in
SST29Z4 is similar to that in SST29. SST29Z1 and
SST19Z2 produce the local atmospheric drying and local
hydrometeor loss while SST29 generates the local hydro-
meteor gain, which explains the positive difference in the
mean surface rain rate for SST29Z1-SST29 and
SST29Z2-SST29. Similar mean surface rain rates in
SST29Z4 and SST29 are due to the facts that SST29Z4
and SST29 produce similar local hydrometeor gain rates
and that the surface evaporation rate is slightly smaller in
SST29Z4 than in SST29, while the small local atmospheric
drying occurs only in SST29Z4. The mean surface rain rate
is larger in SST29Z8 than in SST29 because of the local
atmospheric drying, local hydrometeor loss, larger surface
evaporation rate in SST29Z8 and the local hydrometeor
gain in SST29.

Both convective and stratiform rainfalls occupy smaller
areas in perturbation experiments than in the control
experiment. The convective rain rates are larger in pertur-
bation experiments than in the control experiment, which
can be explained by the smaller rain divergence rates in
SST29Z1 and SST29Z2 and the larger water vapor conver-
gence rates in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8 over convective
regions. The stratiform rain rates are larger in SST29Z1
and SST29Z2 than in SST29 due to the larger water vapor
convergence rates over raining stratiform region in
SST29Z1 and SST29Z2, whereas they are smaller in
SST29Z4 and SST29Z8 because of the smaller water vapor
convergence rate in SST29Z4 and water vapor divergence
in SST29Z8.

The water hydrometeor microphysical processes are
dominant in convective rainfall development, whereas both
water and ice hydrometeor microphysical processes are
important in stratiform rainfall development. Although
the vapor condensation rate and collection rate of cloud
water by rain over convective regions are smaller in
SST29Z1 and SST29Z2 than in SST29, more advection

of convective rain into stratiform regions in SST29Z1
and SST29Z2 is a major process causing the larger convec-
tive rain rates in SST29Z1 and SST29Z2 than in SST29.
Unlike SST29Z1 and SST29Z2, the larger vapor condensa-
tion and collection rates over convective regions in
SST29Z4 and SST29Z8 are mainly responsible for the lar-
ger convective rain rates, compared to SST29. The larger
collection rate and smaller evaporation rate of rain over
raining stratiform regions largely account for the larger
stratiform rain rate in SST29Z1 and SST29Z2, respectively,
than in SST29. The smaller collection rates over raining
stratiform regions are mainly responsible for the smaller
stratiform rain rates in SST29Z4 and SST29Z8 than in
SST29.
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